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Abstract—Advanced data analytics have become an integral
part of a number of eScience initiatives including the many chal-
lenges facing the urban sciences. Understanding the movement
of people and their spatial trajectories would greatly aid the
development of policies for sustainable urban living including
urban traffic analysis and smart city management. Due to the
widespread popularity of mobile devices with location-aware
capabilities and the extensive prevalence of location-based social
networks, citizens’ movements and their trajectories are being
produced and gathered at an unprecedented rate. In this context,
there are two fundamental issues that need to be addressed:
trajectory data hold private information of citizens that require
privacy preserving solutions for data release and analysis, and
the heterogeneous nature of the trajectory data makes it hard
to effectively measure their similarity, which is fundamental to
trajectory analysis. In this paper, we address these challenges
by proposing an innovative private trajectories calibration model
that not only guarantees the privacy of citizens, but also increases
the utility. We have conducted comprehensive experiments using
real-life user trajectories extracted from Twitter data. The results
reveal the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed approach,
which is also reported in this paper.

I. INTRODUCTION

eScience typically includes the support for development of

innovative infrastructures that assists researchers from multi-

disciplinary fields to cooperate with each other by providing

improved research capabilities. This can include the develop-

ment of novel computational platforms offering data capture

and advanced data analysis[1]. eScience aims to shorten the

gap between the requirements for data-intensive scientific

research through up-to-date data analytics solutions. Data-

driven science now makes possible the concept of smart

"everything", e.g. smart farms in agriculture, smart health

in health science and smart cities for urban planning. Smart

city applications utilize data to make intelligent decisions on

urbanization, sustainability, and mobility.

Traffic management is a key issue in urban planning.

Transport-related issues are continually being confronted by

most metropolitan areas with the ever-increasing levels of

urbanisation. Typically this is manifest through traffic jams,

increased traffic accidents and unsustainable expenditure of

energy. Urban data analytics should improve the operation

and organization stratagems for better city-scale transportation

system management. Due to the development of state-of-the-

art sensing technologies and advancements in data analytics,

it is now feasible to improve the scientific knowledge of data-

driven urban traffic systems and their planning and manage-

ment.

With the widespread popularity of mobile devices with

location-aware capabilities and the extensive prevalence of

location-based social networks like Twitter, users locations

and their movements (trajectories) are being produced and

gathered at an unprecedented rate. In this context it is vital

to consider trajectory data from various aspects. For example,

it now directly feasible to use trajectories produced by the

spatial-temporal data from organisations such as Twitter to

estimate the historic and current road and traffic conditions and

possible traffic jams and accidents that are occurring[2], [3].

Understanding the movement of users helps urban planners to

efficiently use existing transport networks as well as inform

policies on where to build new roads and rail networks. How-

ever, there are great many challenges in using trajectory data

due to its inherent heterogeneity and the privacy sensitivities

of user citizen trajectory data (whether it is captured through

social media or other sensing devices).

Trajectories are typically captured and stored in discrete

time-ordered sequences including user locations. Various sam-

pling methods (e.g. distance-based or time-based) and different

sampling strategies (e.g. low-frequency strategies like tweets

or high-frequency strategies like GPS-Sensors) can be used

for establishing location-aware trajectories. The choices taken

can result in large variations in the trajectory sampling and

their representation. Due to the inherent heterogeneity of

trajectories, it can be difficult to effectively measure their

similarity. This is essential for traffic flows, movements of

crowds or other urban challenges. A key challenge is therefore

to allow meaningful similarity-based trajectory processing. [4]

have shown that over 90% of trajectories can be identified

using no more than four given locations. Applying coarse

and finer-grained sampling approaches leads to significantly

different results. As calibration can convert heterogeneous

trajectories data into that with fine sampling results and better

representation of the raw data, it is essential to perform a

calibration as pre-process of the trajectory data analytics.

To achieve this, a trajectory-independent reference system is

necessary to be built and used to reconstruct raw trajectories.
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Essential properties of this reference system depend upon a

stable reference set, data sources that are independent, and

robust approach for calculating the trajectories [5].

Inherent to this work is user privacy. Figure 1 illustrates

how Twitter data can provide more information on individuals

than they would ever have thought possible, colour codes

are individual Tweeters and vertical lines represent increasing

times of day: tracking them throughout the day to potentially

discover many aspects of their lives; where they live; where

they travel; what they are doing; what time of day they

are actually doing it etc. Furthermore once an individual

has tweeted they can in principle be tracked directly and

potentially forever using the Twitter Search API that is itself

openly (programmatically) accessible.

Fig. 1: Geospatially tracking Tweeters around Melbourne.

Approaches that can restrict location privacy leakage risk

could inspire more users to share their geo-tagged data. As

a robust privacy preserving solution, differential privacy [6]

is broadly adopted to protect the privacy of sensitive data

including location and trajectory data. However, the usabil-

ity of differentially private solutions is always limited [7].

Differential privacy provides robust privacy guarantees at the

expense of significantly restraining the utility of the data.

Conversely, there is no such assumption on the use of data

in k-anonymity solutions, which ensures reasonable levels of

utility for the released data at the expense of some defects in

privacy guarantees [8]. It is thus natural to adopt k-anonymity

for differentially private location and trajectories analysis to

improve the utility without lessening the privacy guarantees.

Similarly, it is feasible to propose privacy preserving trajectory

calibration solutions for similarity analysis of trajectories

under differential privacy mechanisms, whilst enhancing the

utility generally via k-anonymity. In this paper, we propose a

private trajectory calibration system (PTCS) for heterogeneous

social media user trajectories.

We make the following contributions. We conduct a k-

anonymity approach to lessen the sensitivity of raw loca-

tion data which can decrease the quantity of noise required

to achieve ε−differential privacy and increase the trajec-

tory utility. Specifically, the Corner Reference Points Micro-

aggregation is proposed to reach k-anonymity. Based on an-

chor points discovered from the k-anonymized location data,

we propose a novel differentially private clustering method

(CC-DBSCAN) for mining the feature-based anchor points

considering both density and features. A private reference

system for calibrating trajectories is proposed using the fea-

ture anchor points. Two trajectory similarity measures are

proposed based on the geographic and semantic similari-

ties. Experiments over real social media user trajectories are

conducted, comprising spatial-tagged Twitter data harvested

on major national Cloud facilities in Australia. The results

empirically demonstrate that the private trajectory calibration

system (PTCS) can improve the utility for both geometric and

semantic similarity measures over heterogeneous trajectories.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section II

describes the related work, focusing especially on trajectories

calibration and the adoption of differential privacy compared

to other approaches used for trajectories release and mining.

Section III introduces the preliminary concepts used in the

work as well as providing an overview of the solution. Section

IV presents the data and methods adopted in the private tra-

jectories calibration. Section V presents the evaluation metrics

that have been used and the experimental results of the privacy-

preserved trajectories using real-life data focused especially

on trajectory similarity analysis. Finally, Section VI draws

conclusions on the work as a whole and outlines areas of

future work.

II. RELATED WORK

Numerous efforts have been used to monitor and estimate

public transport issues in urban areas based on real trajectory

data sets [9]. However, directly using original individual

trajectories raises many privacy concerns as discussed in [10].

Many works try to preserve individual trajectory sensitive data

whilst still ensuring their utility. K-anonymity [8], [11] and

(k, δ)-anonymity [12] are common approaches. [11] proposed

a novel approach that cloaks trajectories using space trans-

lation. This approach can be effective only when there are

at least k trajectories able to be accessed for every event.

In addition, due to the high heterogeneity of trajectories,

it is hard to use k-anonymity solutions that need at least

k individuals with the same trajectory to protect privacy

in individual trajectories. Furthermore, the available privacy-

preserving trajectories analysis methods based on k-anonymity

cannot preserve the privacy in location and trajectory datasets

sufficiently. This barrier can be solved by differential privacy.

Differential privacy [6] has been broadly adopted to protect

sensitive data including data with geospatial location [13],

and for both sequential data [14] and trajectory-based data

[15]. [13] demonstrated that sensitive data in locations could

be protected by using reasonable amounts of noise, while

maintaining a degree of utility for location-based services. [16]

introduced a classical approach to implement a differentially

private solution for location data mining, aimed at providing

a private location pattern mining method to release the results

of the clustering algorithm for the public with sensitive data

protected. However, this approach could not scale to city-wide

data. The algorithms in [16] were established to handle these

types of drawbacks and provide a basis for extensibility of

the privacy-demanding solutions. Based on the results of these
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explorations, the benefit of differentially private approaches for

location and trajectory privacy is that they provide a rigorous

privacy model to protect sensitive spatial information while

still ensuring considerable utility of the synthesized data for

analysis and mining. Several other differential privacy ap-

proaches have also been developed to release and mine spatial-

temporal data. However, these approaches reduce the utility of

the data when implementing differential privacy in practice,

due to the degrees of noise that are introduced. Too much noise

reduces the utility of spatial data for analysis and mining, es-

pecially with aggregation of large scale geospatial information;

too little noise increases the risk of privacy leakage. [17] put

forward a wavelet-conversion solution to decrease the magni-

tude of the noise. However, these improvements are mainly for

point level spatial information rather than sequences of point

data, i.e. trajectories. Other researchers have implemented

differential privacy to preserve sensitive data in trajectories for

safe mining and analysis. For example, [18], [14], [16], [19]

have explored differentially private trajectories (or sequential)

data synthesis solutions protecting sensitive data from potential

attacks such as re-identification attacks. [14], [19] represent

trajectories based on the prefix tree structure and released

synthesized trajectories from a differentially private noisy

prefix tree. However, due to the heterogeneous nature of raw

trajectories, more noise will be required due to the high global

sensitivity according to the definition of differential privacy.

Appropriate discretization of the trajectory domains can reduce

the magnitude of the trajectories datasets to help tackle the

heterogeneous nature of trajectories, but this increases the

likelihood of privacy issues arising. [18] adopted a reference

system with homogeneous references to decrease the scale of

possible transitions. However, this reference system is coarse

grained and without privacy guarantee mechanisms. [15] use

a hierarchical reference system to capture serial time intervals

of raw individual trajectories which can reduce location loss.

In addition, they proposed a privacy preserving synthesis

mechanism under ε-differential privacy that is used to support

a hierarchical reference system to discretize an individuals’

trajectory according to differing velocities. However, the ref-

erence system is based on space-based anchors that divide the

whole domain into equal grid cells whose centroids are used

as the anchor points. This solution is easy to implement but

cannot capture the distribution of the trajectories. Thus it may

be too fine-grained for sparse trajectory distributions but too

coarse for dense ones [5]. To the best of our knowledge, there

is no existing research about private trajectory calibration. This

paper is the first exploration to support a privacy supporting

trajectory calibration system for trajectory data similarity anal-

ysis xby combining k-anonymity with Differentially-private

network trace analysis to improve the data utility.

III. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, related preliminary concepts are given,

followed by a solution overview.

A. Reference System

1) Anchor Points: Anchor points are relatively stable lo-

cations in the spatial domain that do not change much,

compared to trajectory data. Anchor points are used to con-

struct reference systems. There are several different kinds

of anchor points that are used in our work: cluster-based

anchors aggregate clusters from sufficient archived trajectories

data and use centroids of clusters as anchors. Specifically,

we cluster historical trajectory datasets through density-based

clustering approaches such as DBSCAN [20], which can then

merge densely populated clusters to specific anchor points, e.g.

known buildings or parks. However, there are some drawbacks

when performing cluster approaches directly. For example, an-

chors should be relatively stable and have sufficient amounts of

archived trajectories. Furthermore, in some cases, significant

locations may be filtered out as noise. To overcome these

drawbacks, anchors can be harvested by solutions that improve

the clustering approach to discover clusters that not only meet

the density condition, but also the particular feature situations

(e.g. direction change in the trajectory), which can reduce

the scale of clusters and ensure that they contain the desired

features. Such features, like turning points and congestion

points, can characterize the shape of trajectories comprised of

fewer location points. Figure 2 illustrates cluster-based anchor

discovery, and the anchor point can be extracted from each

cluster centroid. Here a1 is the Melbourne Central station, a2,

a3 are State Library of Victoria, and a4-a6 are clusters on

roads.

Fig. 2: Cluster-based Anchor Point Discovery.

2) Reference System: A reference system RS is an anchor

point dataset, namely RS A= [a1, a2, · · · , am], where A is a set

of anchor points with geometry based on their relation to fixed

and globally known landmarks. This feature can guarantee the

consistency of the trajectory when processed by the reference

system.

3) Calibration Process: After constructing a reference sys-

tem, trajectories can be calibrated based on the set of homo-

geneous anchor points. This process occurs as follows: with

a reference system RS consisting of a set of anchor points A,

the calibration process for one trajectory t j = [p1, p2, · · · , pn]

based on RS involves transforming t j into t
′
j = [a1, a2, · · · ,

am] (ai ∈ A where 1 ≤ i ≤ m, and m may not be equal to n).

Hence t
′
j is the calibrated trajectory of t j . The main purpose of

calibrations is to construct a new trajectory t
′
j that can respect
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the original trajectory as much as possible, and reduce the

amount of points identified in the original route [5]. Figure

3 illustrates the anchor points and calibration process in the

trajectory reference system.

 p
1

a1

a2

a3

a4

a5

a6
a8

a7

a9

p1
p2 p3

p4
p5

Fig. 3: Trajectory Reference System Calibration Process.

B. Differential Privacy

Differential privacy was proposed by Dwork in [6]. It is

based on the idea that valuable knowledge can be gained

from datasets without disclosing sensitive information. It offers

rigorous privacy assurances that one individual cannot be

recognized whenever this individual is in or is deleted from the

dataset, i.e. the results will not change sufficiently to identify

the difference.

The formalized definition of differential privacy is that if an

individual is deleted from a database, there is no output that

becomes obviously changed. Specifically, a private function F

with ε-differential privacy for databases D1 and D2, differing

at most one element from each other, satisfies differential

privacy if for all outcomes of the database S (S ⊂ Range (F))

there is:

Pr[F (D1) ∈ S] = eε Pr[F (D2) ∈ S], (1)

The maximum query output variation when removing an

element of the database is represented by the global sensitivity

of a given query [6].

Δ f = max
D1,D2

‖ f (D1) − f (D2)‖, (2)

Differential privacy has two important properties:

• Sequential Composition: differential privacy provided by

a set of mechanisms Mi on an input set D is
∑

i ε i .
• Parallel Composition: if every mechanism Mi acts on

a disjoint subset Di ∈ D, the privacy provided will be

(max(ε i))-Differential Privacy for all Mi .

C. Differential privacy utility enhanced with Insensitive
Micro-aggregation

1) Micro-aggregation: A k-anonymity data set meets the

condition that for every arrangement of quasi-identifier at-

tributes values, there is an integer k > 1 for at least k

records in the data set sharing that combination [7]. Micro-

aggregation is a general approach to achieve k-anonymity.

The anonymization can be achieved by building homogeneous

groups of k or more records within the data set so that we can

later change their values with aggregated values, normally the

cluster centroid [21].

Let S = {x1, x2, · · · , xn}, xi = (xi1, xi2, · · · , xim) be the n

records and m attributes data set, micro-aggregation function

F(S) = S, S is the k-anonymity version data set. Let M(S)

be a ε-differentially private mechanism, for an arbitrary query

function q the response of M(S)= q(S)+noise. The scale of the

random noise is adjusted to the sensitivity of the q. Hence, the

utility of an ε-differentially private mechanism for q can be

improved by reducing the misrepresentation introduced by the

random noise. The query function q can be changed to a less

sensitive one, that is q◦F, namely run q on the k-anonymity

version data set S, that is M(X) = (q◦F)(S) + noise, to reduce

sensitivity of the results [7]. The information loss of M(S)

induced by adding noise will be reduced if the ε-differentially

private mechanism supports lower sensitivity query functions,

namely q◦F. S consists of the centroids of the clusters, hence

centroids should be steady against modifications of one record

in S.

2) Differential Privacy and Insensitive Micro-aggregation:
Let S = {x1, x2, · · · , xn} and S′ = {x ′1, x ′2, · · · , x ′n} be two data

sets with only one different record, and F (S) = {c1, c2, · · · , cr }
and F (S′) = {c′1, c′2, · · · , c′r }. If every corresponding clusters

pair in F (S) and F (S′) differs at most one record, F is

an insensitive micro-aggregation algorithm. The insensitive

micro-aggregation can be achieved by using an order relation

consistent distance metric. A distance function d :X×X → R is

consistent with an order relation ≤x if d(x,y) ≤d(x,z) whenever

x ≤x y ≤x z[7]. The effective approach to achieve the order

relation consistent distance is to define a total order relation

among the records in S. Let R, R ∈ X, be a reference point, if

for a pair of records x and y ∈ S and dis(R, x) ≤ dis(R, y), we

can say that x≤ y. Here, the dis can be the Euclidean distance.

In addition, the reference point R should be selected from the

boundaries to improve the within-cluster homogeneity.

For the S generated through insensitive micro-aggregation,

i.e. the k-anonymized version of S, the research objects

are changed from individuals to groups of k individuals. In

the location and trajectory scenario, the data set has only

numerical attributes. Hence, the insensitive micro-aggregation

function F(S) = S generates S with minimum cluster size

k. In the generated data set, all records are replaced by the

centroid (calculated by taking the mean of all records in each

cluster), and all records within each cluster are identical. Let

the qr be the function for the values of r th attribute of the

data set, qr ◦ F obtains the centroid of F(r th record in S),

and the maximum change in any centroid is at most Δ(qr)/k.

Consequently, the sensitivity of each individual query qr(S) is

upper bounded by Δqr (S)/k, namely the global sensitivity of

differentially private mechanism on qr is Δ(qr◦F) ≤ Δ(qr)/k.

Since there are n/k different queries in S, the sensitivity of

qr (S) is upper bounded by n/k × Δqr (S)/k. If we let the

n/k × Δqr (S)/k ≤ Δqr (S)/k, then k ≥ √n.

D. System Overview

The purpose of the work is to construct a privacy-preserving

trajectory calibration model based on a private reference sys-

tem with enhanced utility. This uses a Corner Reference Points
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Micro-aggregation (CRPM) to establish a k-anonymity version

of the dataset that lessens the sensitivity of raw locations

and thereby reduces both the execution time and information

loss. A novel differentially private clustering method (CC-

DBSCAN) is used to discover feature-based anchor points con-

sidering both point density and features. A private reference

system is also used to calibrate trajectories based on perturbed

feature-based anchor points.

Figure 4 provides an overview the utility-enhanced private

trajectory calibration system under differential privacy along

with its core components.

...Lacation-Based 
Social Networks

Step1:Raw Data Harvesting 

Step2: Spatial- temporal  Data Extraction 

Step7: Trajectories 
ConstructionStep3: Archived Location Database

Step4: K-anonymity Version Dataset Generation via CRPM

Step5: Featured-based Anchor Point Discovering (CC-DBSCAN) 

Step6: Perturbed Anchor Point-based Private Reference System Step9: Trajectories 
Similarity Analysis

Phone Web BrowserGPS Devices

Step8: Geospatial-
Temporal

Trajectories Database

Fig. 4: Overview of solution.

IV. PRIVATE TRAJECTORIES CALIBRATION

In this section, the method used to establish the private

trajectory calibration system (PTCS) is described. Specifically,

we focus on Tweet harvesting and location extraction followed

by feature-based anchor aggregation and perturbed the centroid

of each cluster as perturbed anchor points and use them to be

the spatial index as a reference system. Individual trajectories

are aligned to this private reference system according to

various geometric strategies, namely the trajectory calibration.

In the calibration part we process and publish the anchor

point perturbed by different privacy, so it will not breach the

differential privacy definition.

A. K-anonymity Version Dataset Generation via CRPM

This is the step 4 in the Figure 4. To support private trajec-

tory calibration we must define a total order for the records

in Dom(X) by choosing reference points from the boundary

(corner points in this algorithm). Provided that the sequence

of order relations is constant, different total order relations

can be adopted in every micro-aggregation stage. The CRPM

uses reference points set given as four fixed reference points

R1, R2, R3 and R4, to achieve multiple total order relations.

This approach is beneficial to promote the within-cluster ho-

mogeneity. The CRPM with four reference points can maintain

the total order and reduce the execution time. It also decreases

the amount of groups produced by the first stage to increase

the data quality [22]. For two-dimensional space, the reference

points are obtained from the four extreme points on the

boundary as follows: BMin = min{x j (i) 1 ≤ j ≤ n, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2},
BMax = max{x j (i), 1 ≤ j ≤ n, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2}. Two-dimensional

coordinates of the four corners are R1 = {BMin, BMin}, R2 =
{BMin, BMax }, R3 = {BMax, BMin} and R4 = {BMax, BMax }.

Algorithm 1: CRPM Algorithm

Input: locations data set LS and k.

Output: KS: n/k k-version datasets.

Compute the four Corner references points R1 to R4;

for i:1 to 4 do
∀p ∈ LS, compute d(p,Ri) and sort them in

decreasing order on array Dis [i-1][];

KS =∅;

for i:1 to n/k do
m=i%4;

rp = MaxDisp∈Dis[m][];// Select the furthest point to

Ri in Dis[m][ ]

CLi=rp;

LS=LS-rp;

for each p in LS do
d←dis(p,rp);

p′ = kthelement(LS); //use median-of-medians to

choose the k th nearest distance to rp

for each p in LS do
if dis(p, rp) ≤ dis(p′, rp) then

CLi=CLi+p;

LS=LS-p;

KS = KS + CLi;

for each p in LS do
dmin = ∞;

for each CLi in KS do
cp← calculate the centroid of CLi;

if dis(p, cp) ≤ dmin then
dmin = dis(p, CLi);

CLi=CLi+p;

Update(KS);

LS=LS-p;

return KS;

Algorithm 1 depicts the CRPM algorithm. Given 11 loca-

tions in the datasets, namely n=11, and k is chosen as 3, it

contains n/k=3 iterations to initially produce n/k=3 groups. In

every loop, the farthest location rp from the reference point is

chosen as the initial point, and then the distance of every other

vector to rp is calculated; this is followed by selecting the k-

1=2 closest vectors to rp in order to aggregate the cluster CLi.

After n/k=3 loops, there are n % k=2 vectors left. Furthermore,

these remaining vectors are merged into their nearest group.

B. Featured-based Anchor Point Discovery

This is the step 5 in the Figure 4. Anchor point extraction

is the first step to construct the reference system. In order to

improve the utility of anchor points, some important features

of trajectories must be taken into account, e.g. congestion
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points, intersections and turning points. We propose a novel

clustering method for mining the feature points in an archived

trajectories database considering both point density and fea-

tures. Generally, the regions with denser locations are more

reasonable to be used to re-describe the raw trajectories if

they are used as anchor points. In our approach, we aggregate

dense areas into clusters and adopt the centroids of each cluster

as an anchor point. Given a trajectory t j = [p1, p2, · · · , pn]
and t j ′ = [p′1, p′2, · · · , p′n], their moving direction at point pi
are given as −−−−−→pipi+1 and

−−−−−→
p′ip
′
i+1 respectively. There are likely

to be many trajectories that change direction at intersections.

Therefore, if the angle θ between these two vectors is in (0, π)

, there is a potential intersection (it is a T-junction or cross-

roads). If θ tends to π/2, there is a higher probability of finding

an intersection.

Algorithm 2: CC-DBSCAN

Input: the universal set of trajectories p, μ, ϕ and r .

Output: Features Clusters.

Construct R-Tree index over P;

for each point p in p do
if p.clustered is false then

Queue SD= new Queue(); // new seeds queue

Points RL= new Points (); // new points set

SD.add(p); RL.add(p);

while SD is not null do
point p′=SD.pop();

Points p′=RQ(p′,r); //Collect all other points

in around p′ within r;

for i = 0 to |P′ | do
if P′[i is not clustered and P′[i]�p′ then

RL.add(P′[i]) //add P′[i] to result set;

SD.add(P′[i]) //use P′[i] as new seed;

if |RL | ≥ ϕ then
//result set is bigger than the threshold;

C.add(RL); //add result set into cluster set;

for each point p′′ in RL do
p′′.clustered=true;

RL.clear(); //clear RL;

for each cluster C in clusters do
if there is surge point in C then

Split C into clusters SC[]; for SC ∈ SC[] do
if not satisfies the minimum number

requirement then
∀ points ∈ SC marked as noise;

In order to address this situation, the general DBSCAN al-

gorithm is improved to aggregate locations in trajectories while

considering the direction changes through the CC-DBSCAN

which is used for discovering anchor points. This novel

clustering algorithm is realized in two steps: (1) using DB-

SCAN with smaller Eps and bigger MinPts[20] to cluster the

archived location database, and (b) CC-DBSCAN is applied

to distinguish points that satisfy direction changes, and then

perform density-based clustering on previous point sets with

noisy point filtering. In CC-DBSCAN, the density-connected

relation is modified to coherence-connected relation, where

coherence of point p1 and p2 is given as: Numbered Equation

coherence(p1, p2) = exp(−(
dis(p1, p2)

δ
)α). |sinθ |β (3)

Here, α and β are tuning parameters, dis() is Euclidean

Distance, and δ is a scaling factor [23]. In addition, if the

coherence(p1 and p2) is bigger than the threshold μ, we can

say they are directly coherence-connected, denoted by p1� p2.

In addition, a temporal sequence should be considered in

the trajectories database. Therefore, we provide CC-DBSCAN

with the temporal constraint, i.e. all locations in a group should

be temporally sequential. Temporal constraint reveals that the

sequential order in the cluster should rise gradually without

sudden surge (a tweet every hour vs every second impacts

on the trajectory). If the temporal constraint is broken, the

cluster should be distributed into 2 candidate groups at the

surge location and then each cluster will have to be evaluated

whether it fulfils the minimum number required or marked as

noise [24].

C. Perturbed Anchor Point-based Private Reference System

This is the step 6 in the Figure 4. In Algorithm 3, Lap(σct )
is used for perturbing the counts of each cluster Cj extracted

by CC-DBSCAN, and Lap(σcc) is used to perturb the centroid

of each cluster Cj extracted by CC-DBSCAN. If the perturbed

count CT ′ is greater than the threshold ic, then the region Cj

is marked as a perturbed anchor point.

Algorithm 3: Perturb the Anchor Point via DP

Input: μ, ϕ, p and Threshold γ.
Output: Perturbed Anchors Set.

M=CC-DBSCAN (μ, ϕ, P);

for j = 1 to |M | do
CT ′ = �

�
�
Mcj

�
�
�
+ Lap(σ

j
ct );

if CT ′ > γ then

CentroidCCi =

|Mcj |∑
k−1

(xk,yk )

|Mc j | ;

CC ′ = NoisyLap(σ
j
cc)(CCj );

G = G
⋃{CC ′};

CC ′ = (0, 0); CT ′ = 0;

The count sensitivity and the centroid sensitivity for the

cluster Cj are given as follows. The count sensitivity Δ f j
ct is

defined as MAX(NUMindividual(points)), ∀individual ∈ Cj.

So σ
j
ct =

Δ f
j
ct

εct
, where εct is the privacy distribution in the

counting points step. The centroid sensitivity Δ f j
cc is defined

as MAX(distance (pi, pj))/2 ∀ pi, pi ∈ Cj . So σ
j
cc =

Δ f
j
cc

εcc
,

where εcc is the privacy level of the counting centroid step.

Note that the method NoisyLap(σ) perturbs a real location

coordinate lr(xr,yr) to a perturbed location coordinate lp(xp,yp)
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was introduced by [25]. After the anchor points are perturbed,

the private reference system can be generated based on them.

D. Trajectory Calibration and Complement

Based on the private reference system, each new trajectory

can be calibrated by performing an appropriate alignment.

Specifically, the locations in a trajectory are aligned to spe-

cific anchor points according to a geometric strategy. This

geometry-based calibration method maps the locations in the

trajectory to the anchor points according to the spatial rela-

tionships between them. The strategy used in geometry-based

calibration method is to discover the nearest anchor point

a∗ for every location in the trajectory that will be presented

by the a∗ anchor point. The a∗ uses the maximum distance

threshold η to restrict the maximum distance used to map

locations in trajectories to anchors points. η is empirically set

as 50m. If we use a constrained nearest neighbour searching

solution for geometry-based calibration methods on raw data,

the logarithmic-scale complexity is huge. Therefore, an R-

Tree index [5] is constructed on the raw trajectories database

before calibration, which can reduce the logarithmic-scale

complexity to (O(log |A|)) for each location in the trajectory,

and (O(|T |log |A|)) for all locations in T.

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, our private trajectories calibration is empir-

ically evaluated using a location-based social network dataset

comprising geo-tagged tweets.

A. Database

The geo-tagged tweets collecting and pre-processing is

executed on the Australian National eResearch Collabo-

ration Tools and Resources (NeCTAR) Research Cloud

(www.nectar.org.au). The harvester adopts RESTful client

using Twitter Search API to harvest tweets. The next step

is to process and incorporate harvest tweets into the NoSQL

database (CouchDB). CouchDB was selected in part as it

natively supports MapReduce.

The system supports elastic scaling and more harvesters

can be deployed across Cloud resources. Eight medium-sized

virtual machines with 8GB memory and eight virtual CPUs

with 250GB volume storage and 100GB object storage were

used as the basis for the work. Multiple harvesters enhance the

reliability of the tweet harvesting procedures. The trajectories

database contains two parts: tweets generated on roads or

within ξ1 distance of a road, and traffic congestion related

context made around roads within distances (ξ1, ξ2); here the

ξ1 = 5m, ξ2 = 50m.

After harvesting the Twitter data, it is necessary to process

the tweets to generate useful results. For this purpose, we

have used the MapReduce functions of CouchDB. The total

number of tweets combining the data from the Search and

Stream APIs after removing duplicates was 1,248,569. After

pre-processing, the final data set was composed of 132,407

locations. These data were saved with the following structure:

User Id |PointID |Longitude|Latitude|Date.

Finally, the raw individual trajectories database has con-

structed using the individual locations of geospatial tagged

tweets. Specifically, if the distance between two or more

consecutive locations in the same user’s geotagged tweets

within t = 120 min is more than d = 100m, the trajectory can

be aggregated using these location points [26]. Here, t is the

temporal threshold to distinguish two consecutive locations of

the same user’s tweets, which is the minimum spatial interval.

Trajectories are produced through merging two or more geo-

tagged tweets made from the same user with locations ≥ 100m

away between each other, and the time interval ≤ 75 min.

Based on this method, 7953 trajectories were recognized in

total.

B. Utility Evaluation Metrics

To measure the degree of utility of the private trajectories

calibration system, three effective trajectories similarity eval-

uation methods are adapted to measure the distortion between

the raw trajectories and calibrated ones. The anchor point

utility is also measured.

1) Anchor Point Utility Measures: To evaluate the utility

improvement using our insensitive microaggregation method,

we adopt the Sum of Distance Drift (SDD) and Recall to mea-

sure the information loss when performing the CC-DBSCAN

on different k-anonymity versions and the original data sets.

The first step is to find the corresponding real anchor points for

each perturbed anchor points discovered by the CC-DBSCAN

algorithm. And then, we find the nearest real anchor points to

the corresponding perturbed anchor points, where these anchor

points have been reduced to their centroids. The first metric is

recall, namely, the percentage of real anchor points inferred by

the perturbed data users. The recall can be defined as follows:

Recall =
Count o f IST

Count o f anchorpoints in the CT
, (4)

Here, IS is the set of anchor points discovered through

performing CC-DBSCAN on the raw location database, and

CT is the set of anchor points discovered through performing

CC-DBSCAN with differential privacy guarantees on the raw

location database and k-anonymity version data sets. IST is

the set of anchor points in CT that have more than one

inferred anchor points from IS. Fro example, a1, a2, · · · , a5,

namely CT, are the anchor points discovered on original

location dataset, followed by performing CC-DBSCAN with

differential privacy guarantees on it in which the perturbed

anchor point a∗1, a
∗
2, namely IS, can be found and the distance

between a∗1, a1 and a∗2, a2 are both less than the threshold,

namely they one inferred anchor points from IS, then the

Recall is 20%. As seen from the definition of recall, this can

be used to assess the percentage of anchor points that have

been discovered from the set of real anchor points.

2) Trajectories Similarity Measures: In this paper, a se-

quence of spatial temporal points can be used to rep-

resent the trajectory t j of a social media user, ti =

{(xi1, y
i
1, t

i
1), (xi2, y

i
2, t

i
2), · · · , (xiN, y

i
N tiN )}, where N is the

length of the trajectory. Two distinctive similarity measures
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are adopted in this part: geographic similarity and semantic

similarity. Euclidean Distance is used as the geographic sim-

ilarity that reveals the spatial relation among the trajectories

and semantic similarity demonstrates the shape variance of the

trajectories [27].

Euclidean Distance. Euclidean distance dis(t1,t2), namely

L2-norm, is used as the value of similarity of trajectories with

the same length, which can be denoted as follows:

dis(t1, t2) =

∑n
i=1 dis(p1i, p2i)

n
, (5)

Semantic Similarity. Semantic Similarity ssemcalculate is

defined to describe the shape Similarity of trajectories. Here,

the Hausdorff distance dH (ti, t j ) is adopted to describe the

Semantic Similarity.

ssem(ti, t j ) = dH (ti, t j ) = max(h(ti, t j ), h(t j, ti))

h(ti, t j ) = max
a∈ti

min
b∈tj
‖ a − b ‖,

where a and b are 2D points belong to ti, t j , respectively.

Mixed Similarity. Let cri and cr j be geometric centroids

of ti and t j , −→sei and −−→se j be vectors from the start locations to

the end locations, respectively, and the angle between them is

θ < −→sei,−−→se j >. The Mixed Similarity is defined as:

sgeo (ti, t j ) = d(cri, cr j ) +
(‖ −→sei ‖ + ‖ −−→se j ‖)

2
e(λ |θ |/π), (6)

where ctr (ti) = (
∑n−1

i=1 (x2
i+1−x2

i )

2×∑n−1
i=1 (xi+1−xi )

,
∑n−1

i=1 (y2
i+1−y2

i )

2×∑n−1
i=1 (yi+1−yi )

), and λ is an

argument related to the magnitude of the decreasing rate of

the exponential function.

C. Evaluation Analysis

In this section, we evaluate the utility of the private tra-

jectories calibration approach over tweet trajectory datasets in

terms of the metrics above. As noted our implementation was

performed on virtual machines offered through the NeCTAR

Research Cloud. The implementation itself was done in Java.

1) General Trajectories Feature Mining Results: Using

the improved density-based clustering algorithms, namely

CC-DBSCAN, we cluster the archived trajectories location

database and different k-anonymity version data sets. Based

on the clustered results, the anchor point sets are generated by

extracting the centroid of each cluster.

2) Perturbed Anchor Extraction Results: To address the

privacy concerns, these raw anchor points are perturbed

through differential privacy mechanisms. Here, the threshold

value parameters were set as MinPts = 50 and Eps = 0.01

Km. The differential privacy guarantees can be implemented

by performing a sequence of differential privacy mechanism

steps. The visualization of perturbed anchor points is shown

in Figure 5. The privacy leak level ε can be composed of

ε = εct + εcc where εct is the privacy leakage level used

for perturbing the count of the numbers of point in each

cluster and εcc is the privacy leakage level used for perturbing

the count of centroids comprising each cluster. Note that the

experiments were performed on three classical differential

privacy leakage levels obtained by previous experiments [28],

that is ε = {Strong : (0.01, 0.01), (0.05, 0.05); Normal :
(0.1, 0.1), (0.5, 0.5); Weak : (1, 1), (10, 10)}. The privacy

level can be considered as strong when epsilon set at 0.01

and 0.05, and as normal at 0.1 and 0.5, and as weak at 1,

10. Here, the first ε1 is the privacy budget used for private

reference system, and ε2 is the privacy budget used for private

trajectories release.

Fig. 5: Visualization of Perturbed Anchor Points.

3) Visualization of Calibration and Perturbation Effect:
We visualize the results to give an instinctive explanation

of the calibration effect in Figure 6, prior to carrying out

the evaluation of the quantitative performance. The green

curve illustrates the raw trajectory sequences recognized from

individual routes, and the darker curve demonstrates the cal-

ibrated trajectories using our private reference system based

on noisy anchor points. Intuitively, a better reference system

can provide supplementary information for those anchor points

"around" the trajectory segments in space, e.g., Point 0 to R1,

Point 7 to R13. The completeness approach can include more

anchor points to obtain better calibrated results, e.g., R2, R4,

R6. As shown in this figure, the trajectory calibration system

can improve the utility of raw trajectory for similarity analysis.

Fig. 6: Visualization of Calibration Effect.

4) Anchor Point Utility Measures: In this part, the most

important task was to find the threshold that can be used

to declare whether the real anchor point was discovered or

not. An optimal threshold can be used to ensure a high recall

and associated low distance between real anchor point and

released anchor point. The way we address this is to set
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the minimum Euclidian Distance between the real trajectory

and the obfuscated one at which the recall is higher than

70% of the threshold with the appropriate threshold. We have

assessed the recall of the Perturbed Anchor Point Mechanism

on different k-anonymity version data sets (k=1 is the original

data set), as demonstrated in Figure 7. It is clear that the recall

of the whole rate increases as ε increases. Namely, privacy

and utility are trade-offs, i.e., the higher degree of privacy

preservation allows fewer anchor points to be recognized.

Using the method described above, the thresholds are also

determined. The results show that the larger the value of

εcc + εct , the more great the recall will be. As above, if the

degree of privacy protection is higher, fewer anchor points

will be found. At a given privacy budget, with the increase

of k, the recall shows growing trends, the recall is lowest

when k=1 because the global sensitivity is the most that will

be reduced when performing K-anonymity preprocessing. At

the same time, the threshold distance decreases, which proves

that the accuracy and utility are improved by the insensitive

micro-aggregation approach.
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Fig. 7: Effect on Recall.

5) Trajectories Similarity Measures: In this experiment, we

determine the Geographic Similarity, Semantic Similarity and

Mixed Similarity between all private calibrated trajectories

based on different k-anonymity version data sets and their

associated raw trajectories. Based on these features, we can

identify whether sufficient utility of private calibrated trajec-

tories is guaranteed by our approach or not. The experiment

is performed based on the calibration mechanism and private

calibration mechanism on the various k-anonymity version

datasets respectively. The experimental analysis is illustrated

in Figure 8-11. As we can see from these figures, smaller

distances denote the released trajectories are closer to the

original trajectories. At a given privacy budget, with the in-

crease of k, the ED (Geographic Similarity) shows decreasing

trends between private calibrated and original trajectories. The

Hausdorff Distance (Semantic Similarity) and Mixed Similar-

ity show fluctuations with the increase of k, but Semantic

Similarity and Mixed Similarity perform better on various k-

anonymity version datasets than without k-anonymity mecha-

nism (i.e. k=1), which will reach on optimized value around

k=50 as the results shown. All evaluated distances grow with

a descent in the privacy budget; hence a stronger privacy pre-

serving level through increased Laplace noise should be added.

This proves the accuracy and utility of private calibrated

trajectories can be improved through insensitive aggregation.

Based on these experimental results at different privacy

preserving levels, we can conclude that stronger privacy

preservation will damage the utility, but our private trajectories

calibration solution can maintain the overall utility.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed a Private Trajectories Calibra-

tion System (PTCS) under Differential Privacy, to release

real trajectories in social media with focus here on Twitter.

Our approach uses both differential privacy and k-anonymity
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mechanisms to enhance the utility of the data without increas-

ing the disclosure risks. Our PTCS mechanism proposes a

differentially private reference system that enables sampling

of discrete raw trajectories according to obfuscated feature-

based anchor points, which can scale to large geo-spatial areas.

Moreover, the PTCS mechanism extends the utility of differen-

tially private approaches via Corner Reference Points Micro-

aggregation. The CRPM reduces the sensitivity of raw loca-

tions data which can reduce the magnitude of noise required

to achieve differential privacy. Comprehensive experimental

results over real geo-tagged tweets demonstrated that the

PTCS mechanism is efficient for trajectory similarity analysis.

Implementing urban social media data analytics with privacy

guarantees, our approach can be beneficial to similarity-based

trajectory processing, and can help to improve the operation

and organization stratagems for better city-scale transportation

system management.

This paper reveals a new orientation for social media privacy

with focus on geospatial privacy. For future work, the utility

and precision of the private trajectories calibration system

(PTCS) could be further enhanced. Specifically, the upper

bound of PTCS can be established by effectively estimating

and shrinking the sensitivity when performing differential

privacy mechanisms in a hierarchical manner. This will allow

for example to divide the large space of a city into suburbs or

street levels, whilst ensuring that the accuracy and effective-

ness of the calibrated trajectory complements can be improved

by adding more possible locations that might be predicted

using hidden Markov models or K-nearest Neighbours models

into the calibrated trajectories.
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